Core Reading List
Grade 9
Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Twain, Mark
The adventures of a boy growing up in the nineteenth century in a
Mississippi River town as he plays hooky on an island, witnesses a crime,
hunts for pirates’ treasure, and becomes lost in a cave
Animal Farm
Orwell, George
A political satire in which the animals take over running the farm,
but find their utopian state turning into a dictatorship
Anthem
Rand, Ayn
In a future world, only one man dares to think, strive, and love as
an individual in the midst of a paralyzing collective humanity
Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman
Gaines, Ernest J.
A one hundred ten-year-old black woman reminisces about her
life, which has stretched from the days of slavery to the black militancy
and civil rights movement of the 1960’s
Clover. A Novel
Sanders, Dori
After her father dies within hours of being married to a white
woman, a ten-year-old black girl learns with her new mother to
overcome grief and to adjust to a new place in their rural, black south
community
Cold Sassy Tree
Burns, Olive Ann
Grandpa Blakeslee marries a young milliner just three weeks after
Granny Blakeslee has gone to her reward. Young Will is boggled by this
act but becomes the newlyweds’ conspirator and confidant; meanwhile,
he does some growing up on his own
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Fahrenheit 451
Bradbury, Ray
A bookburner official in a future fascist state finds out books are a
vital part of a culture he never knew. He clandestinely pursues reading
until he is betrayed

Good Earth, The
Buck, Pearl S.
A story of a Chinese peasant and his passionate, dogged
accumulation of land and more land, while weathering famine and
drought and revolution
Great Expectations
Dickens, Charles
A convict in an Essex churchyard, the half-crazed Miss Havisham,
and the lovely but inaccessible Estella, all play a part in the life of Pip, a
young village boy with a mysterious legacy
Having Our Say: The Delany Sisters’ First 100 years
Delany, Sarah Louise
Chronicles the experiences of two African-American women
growing up in North Carolina at the turn-of-the-century
I Heard the Owl Call My Name
Margaret Craven
Sent to live with an Indian tribe in British Columbia, a young
minister learns not to fear his impending death
I Know Why the Caged Birds Sings
Angelou, Maya
Autobiography covering the childhood of a woman who has been a
professional dancer, actress, poet, journalist, and television producer
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Jacob Have I Loved
Paterson, Katherine
Having felt deprived all her life of schooling, friends, mother, and
even her name by her twin sister, Louise finally begins to find her identity.

Jane Eyre
Bronte, Charlotte
When a penniless governess falls in love with the brooding master
of Thornfield, she is unaware of the tragic events that will follow

**Odyssey, The
Homer
Epic poem recounting the experiences of Odysseus during his
return from the Trojan War
Pearl, The
Steinbeck, John
Terrible events follow the discovery of a magnificent pearl by a
poor Mexican fisherman
Raisin in the Sun, A
Hansberry, Lorraine
A three-act play concerned with the tensions in a middle-class
African American family living on Chicago’s Southside in the 1950’s
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** Romeo and Juliet
Shakespeare, William
Two lovers are destroyed by the hatred of their families for one
another
Separate Peace, A
Knowles, John
The close friendship of two sixteen-year-old boys is marred by an
act of aggression committed by one of them against the other.
** To Kill a Mockingbird
Lee, Harper
Two small children in a small Alabama town are thrust into an
adult world of racial bigotry and hatred when their lawyer father chooses
to defend a black man charged with raping a white girl.
**Recommendation---Should be read by all 9th grade students
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Supplementary Reading List
9th Grade

9th Grade Level

Across Five Aprils
Hunt, Irene
During the Civil War, nine-year-old Jethro must run the family
farm in southern Illinois almost alone
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan
People from kings to governess enlist the services of the consulting
detectives Sherlock Holmes to throw light on dark enigmas in their lives
All Creatures Great and Small
Herriot, James

An English veterinarian reminisces about his life, career, and
animal patients in a small village
Baby of the Family
Ansa, Tina McElroy
Set in the 1950’s, this is a novel of a black girl coming of age in
Georgia. She’s born with a caul on her face believed to be a sign that she
has special wisdom and powers to talk to ghosts
Backstairs at the White House: A Novel
Bagni, Gwen
Based on the 30 years of Lillian Rogers Park and her time spent
working at the White House
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Beginning Place, The
Le Guim, Ursula K.
Two young people meet in a magical, peaceful world, but soon they
find their refuge becoming a place of horror and nightmare
Black Butterflies
Carlton, Alexander.
Collection of stories of the South in transition
Beyond the Chocolate War
Cormier, Robert
Dark deeds continue at Trinity High School, climaxing in a public
demonstration of one student’s homemade guillotine. Sequel to The

Chocolate War
Black Like Me
Griffin, John Howard
The author, a white man, recounts his experiences when he
darkened his skin and traveled through the South as a black man.
Includes an epilogue
Bless Me, Ultima
Anaya, Rudolfo A
(Winner of the Premio Quinto Sol national Chicano literary award)
Ultima, a woman who heals with herbs and magic, comes to live with
Antonio’s family in New Mexico and helps Tony journey from childhood
to young adulthood

Blue Skin of the Sea
Salisbury, Graham
Growing up in Hawaii between 1953 and 1966, Sonny tries to
come to terms with his feelings for his fisherman father and the vast sea
that dominates his life
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Brave, The
Lipsyte, Robert
Having left the Indian reservation for the streets of New York,
seventeen-year-old boxer Sonny Bear tries to harness his inner rage by
training with Alfred Brooks, who has left the sport to become a
policeman.
Brian’s Song
Blinn, William
The screenplay for the award-winning television drama about
football star Brian Piccolo, who died at twenty-six after a seven-month
battle against cancer
Call of the Wild, The
London, Jack
The Adventures of an unusual dog, part St. Bernard, part Scotch
shepherd, that is forcibly taken to the Klondike goldfields where he
eventually becomes the leader of a wolf pack-- Includes illustrations and
extended captions providing background information on history,
geography, social customs, animals, architecture, and science pertinent to
the story.
Canterville Ghost, The. Natick, MA: Picture Book Studio: Distributed by Alphabet
Press, c1986
Wilde, Oscar
A celebrated and feared English ghost is outraged when the new
American owners of his haunting place refuse to take him seriously and
actually fight back against him
Captains Courageous
Kipling, Rudyard
The adventures of the spoiled son of an American millionaire who
is washed overboard off Newfoundland and must share the hard life and
labor of the fisherman who rescue him
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Children of Dune
Herbert, Frank
Depicts the evolutionary development of the planet Arrakis- The
nine-year-old twins of Paul Maud’Dib possess their father’s supernatural
powers and they are being groomed as Messiahs but there are those who
do not think the Imperium needs Messiahs
Chocolate War, The: A Novel
Cormier, Robert
A high school freshman discovers the devastating consequences of
refusing to join in the school’s annual fund raising drive and arousing the
wrath of the school bullies
Chosen, The
Potok, Chaim
This novel follows two young Jewish men, Reuven Malter, an
orthodox Jew, and Danny Saunders, son of a Hasidic rabbi – and the
course of their friendship as they grow up in Brooklyn
Christmas Carol, A
Dickens, Charles
The classic Christmas story about a miser names Scrooge and some
Christmas ghosts
Christy
Marshall, Catherine
A girl from Asheville, North Carolina, goes to poor, rural mountain
areas to teach the uneducated
Contender, The
Lipstye, Robert
After a successful start in a boxing career, a Harlem high school
dropout decides that competing in the ring isn’t enough of life and
resolves to aim for different goals
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Cross and the Switchblade, The
Wilkerson, David R

A minister who left his small church in Pennsylvania to go to New
York City relates his experiences working with street gang members
Dandelion Wine
Bradbury, Ray
In a small town in 1928, a twelve-year-old savors the magic of
childhood and the wonders of summer
David Copperfield
Dickens, Charles.
A young boy in 19th century London runs away from an unhappy
home, finds employment in a wine factory, and becomes acquainted with
a wide variety of characters in the city streets
Day No Pigs Would Die, A
Peck, Robert Newton
To a thirteen-year-old Vermont farm boy whose father slaughters
pigs for a living, maturity comes early as he learns “doing what’s got to be
done,” especially regarding his pet pig who cannot produce a litter
Death Be Not Proud
Gunther, John
A biography of the author’s son, who died at seventeen after a
fourteen-month illness caused by a brain tumor
Diary of a Young Girl, The. Santa Barbara, Calif.: Cornerstone Books, (1989),
c1967
Frank, Anne
The journal of a Jewish girl in her early teens describes both the
joys and torments of daily life, as well as typical adolescent thoughts,
throughout two years spent in hiding with her family during the Nazi
occupation of Holland
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Dicey’s Song
Voigt, Cynthia
Now that the four abandoned Tillerman children are settled in with
their grandmother, Dicey finds that their new beginnings require love,
trust, humor, and courage
Dove
Graham, Robin Lee
The author describes the five years he spent sailing around the
world alone in his twenty-four-foot sloop

Dragons of Eden, The
Sagan, Carl
Presents an overview of human evolution and discusses human and
animal intelligence, the mechanisms of the brain, memory, sleep, myths
and legends about evolution, and the possibility of intelligent
extraterrestrial life
Dune
Herbert, Frank
The story of a young prince, Paul Artreides, scion of a star-crossed
dynasty, and of his journey from boy to warrior to ruler of a dying planet
destined to become a paradise regained
Dune Messiah
Herbert, Frank
Living in exile on the planet Dune, Paul Artriedes finally realizes
the destiny for which he had been prepared as the product of numerous
genetic experiments
Durable Goods
Berg, Elizabeth.
On the hot Texas army base she calls home, Kate struggles to grow
up and understand her often violent father
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Durango Street
Bonham, Frank
As headman of his teenage gang, Rufus Henry has to deal not only
with other gangs, but also with the police sanctioned sponsor who has
involved himself with Rufus and his friends.
Education of Little Tree, The
Carter, Forrest
Forrest Carter recounts his childhood years, when he was raised by
his Cherokee grandparents and imbued with the sense of communion
between the Indians and their land
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds: a drama in two acts
Zindel, Paul
A two-act play depicting an embittered mother who vents her
frustrations upon her two daughters

Ender’s Game. Rev. mass markets ed.
Card, Orson Scott
Ender, who is the result of genetic experimentation, may be the
military genius Earth needs in its war against an alien enemy
Eric
Lund, Doris Herold
The mother of a teenage leukemia patient describes the courageous
way her son spent the years before his death
Farewell to Manzanar
Houston, Jeanne Wakatsuki
Biography of Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston relating her experiences
of living at the Manzanar internment camp during World War II and
how it has influenced her life
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Father Figure
Peck, Richard
After being a father figure for years, Jim and his younger brother
are reunited with their divorced father and Jim is forced to find a new
role for himself
Fellowship of the Ring, The
Tolkien, J.R.R.
Frodo the hobbit and a band of warriors from the different
kingdoms set out to destroy the Ring of Power before the evil Sauron
grasps control
Find a Stranger, Say Goodbye
Lowry, Lois
Seventeen-year-old Natalie, girl who seems to have everything,
goes in pursuit of her real mother
Flowers for Algernon
Keyes, Daniel
Mentally retarded Charlie Gordon participates in an experiment
which turns him into a genius, but only temporarily
Fourth Widow, The
Adams, Harold

Ever since Carl Wilcox returned to Corden, South Dakota, he was
always the first person contacted when a crime was committed. Just
because he was an ex-cop with a reputation as a troublemaker, they were
now trying to pin a murder on him
Friendly Persuasion, The
West, Jessamyn
Follows the experiences of a Quaker family in Indiana at the time
of the Civil War
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Friends, The
Guy Rosa
Phyllisia eventually recognizes that her own selfish pride rather than her
mother’s death and her father’s tyrannical behavior created the gulf between her
and her best friend
Go Ask Alice
Anonymous
Based on a diary of a fifteen-year-old drug user chronicling her
struggle to escape the pull of the drug world
God Emperor of Dune
Herbert, Frank
Fourth book in the Dune series-- Takes place 3500 years after the
event of the original trilogy-- Tells the story of Leto, the son of Paul
Atreides, who has traded his humanity to become an immortal sandworm
of Dune
Goodbye, Mr. Chips
Hilton, James
A retired teacher reminisces about his years at Brookfield school,
the thousands of boys he had known, his happy marriage, and about the
comic and tragic events in his life
Greek Treasure, The: A biographical novel of Henry and Sophia Schliemann
Stone, Irving
A fictional account of the adventures of Sophia and Henry
Schliemann when they located the site of ancient Troy and made other
important archaeological discoveries
Hiding Place, The
Ten Boom, Corrie

Describes the experiences of the author’s Dutch Christian family
who hid Jews during the Nazi occupation of Holland
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Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
Adams, Douglas
Seconds before Earth is demolished to make room for a galactic
freeway, an earthman is saved by his friend. Together they journey
through the galaxy
Hobbit, The
Tolkien, J.R.R
Bilbo Baggins, a respectable, well-to-do hobbit, lives comfortably in
his hobbit-hole until the day the wandering wizard Gandalf chooses him
to take part in an adventure from which he may never return
Hoops
Myers, Walter Dean
A teenage basketball player from Harlem is befriended by a former
professional player who, after being forced to quit because of a point
shaving scandal, hopes to prevent other young athletes from repeating his
mistake
Horse Whisperer, The
Evans, Nicholas
A mother brings her teenage daughter and their horse, Pilgrim,
both seriously injured by a speeding truck, to the Horse Whisperer in
Montana
House Made of Dawn
Momaday, N. Scott
A young American Indian, Abel, lived in two worlds: one was that
of his fathers and a drug called peyote and the other was the twentieth
century. Home from a foreign war, he was being torn apart, unable to
find his place either in the white man’s world or on the reservation
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House on Mango Street, The
Cisneros, Sandra

A young girl living in an Hispanic neighborhood in Chicago
ponders the advantages and disadvantages of her environment and
evaluates her relationships with family and friends
How Green Was My Valley
Llewellyn, Richard
The story of Huw Morgan , his gentle but tyrannical father, his
strong-willed brothers and sisters, and his brave and beloved mother
How Many Miles to Babylon? : A Novel
Fox, Paula
Ten-year-old James skips school to go to his secret place, a deserted
house, where he is found by three teenage boys who force him to join
their dognapping ring
How the Gargia Girls Lost Their Accents
Alvarez, Julia
The story of the Garcia family adjustment to life in the United States
I Am the Cheese
Cormier, Robert
A young boy desperately tries to unlock his past yet knows he must
hide those memories if he is to remain alive
I Have a Dream
King, Martin Luther
Contains the complete text of the “I Have a Dream” speech
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I Never Promised You a Rose Garden
Greenburg, Joanne
Chronicles the three-year battle of a mentally ill, but perceptive,
teenage girl against a world of her own creation, emphasizing her
relationship with the doctor who gave her the ammunition of selfunderstanding with which to destroy that world of fantasy
Iceman
Lynch, Chris
Fourteen-year-old Eric, a ruthless hockey player prone to violence
on the ice, tries to reconcile his own needs with those of his parents

Justice and Her Brothers
Hamilton, Virginia
An eleven –year-old and her older twin brothers struggle to
understand their supersensory powers
Keesha’s House
Frost, Helen
Written as a sequence of dramatic monologues in poetic form, this novel
weaves together the stories of seven teens as they struggle to hold their lives
together.
Killer Diller: A Novel
Edgerton, Clyde
Wesley is in a local halfway house in North Carolina for car
stealing. There they try to teach Baptist values to criminals
Kim
Kipling, Rudyard
Kim, the orphaned son of an Irish soldier, grows up in India. A
secret mission for the British and a bond with a Tibetan lama soon lead
Kim into a life of spies and secrets
Kon-Tiki
Heyerdahl, Thor
The classic true adventure of crossing the Pacific by raft
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Lathe of Heaven, The
Le Guin, Ursula K
In the year 2002 a man discovers his dreams are out of control.
Whatever he dreams becomes reality
LeRoy and the Old Man
Butterworth, W.E.
LeRoy flees Chicago to live with his grandfather, a shrimp
fisherman in Mississippi rather than testify against a tough gang. When
the Chicago police find him, he has decide if he will risk his life to testify
Let the Circle Be Unbroken
Taylor, Mildred D.

Four black children growing up in rural Mississippi during the
Depression experience racial antagonisms and hard times, but learn from
their parents the pride and self-respect they need to survive
Letters to a Young Brother
Harper, Hill
This book offers inspirational advice (from Harper, Nas, Venus Williams,
Barack Obama and other celebrities) in a down-to-earth style using a unique
compilation of letters to provide wisdom, guidance, and genuine insight to help
young men chart their own paths to success. It dispels the stereotypical image of
success that young people receive today and instead emphasizes alternative
views of what it truly means to be a successful male, such as educational and
community achievements and self-respect.
Letters to a Young Sister: Define Your Destiny
Harper, Hill
This book uses an epistolary format, interrupted by youth-centric
digressions, to capture the hearts and minds of his target audience, young
women, with central topics like blues, love, family relationships, saving money,
and appreciating life. Each chapter is a letter beginning with an uplifting quote
and post-scripted with a question posed via e-mail and answered by famous,
successful women like Nikki Giovanni, Michelle Obama, Ruby Dee and Eve.
Listening is an Act of Love
Isay, Dave
A collection of interviews and personal narratives from people all across
America.Little Women
Alcott, Louisa May
Chronicles the humorous and sentimental four March sisters as
they grow into young ladies in nineteenth-century New England
Lord of the Rings, The
Tolkien, J.R.R.
Pt.1: The fellowship of the ring – Pt.2: The two towers – Pt.3: The
return of the king--- Follows the Companions of the Ring as they set out
to destroy the Ring of Power and check the power of the evil Sauron
Lovey
MacCracken, Mary
A teacher explains how she helped an emotionally disturbed eightyear-old girl overcome her problems
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Maud Martha
Brooks, Gwendolyn
This narrative focuses on critical scenes from the life of Maud
Martha Brown Phillips, who begins the story as a seven-year-old child
and ends as a young married woman, pregnant with her second child
Measure of Our Success, The: A letter to my children and yours
Edelman, Marian Wright
Author explains her Twenty-Five Lessons for Life – a message for
all parents raising children
Miracle Worker, The
Gibson, William
Contains the script for the play about blind, deaf, and mute Helen
Keller and her teacher, Annie Sullivan
Monster
Myers, Walter Dean
The story of a teenager arrested for murder is told through journals
and a movie script.
Moves Make the Man, The: A Novel
Brooks, Bruce
A black boy and an emotionally troubled white boy in North
Carolina form a precarious friendship
Mr. & Mrs. Bo Jo Jones
Head, Ann
Set in the 1960’s and focuses on the consequences of premarital
sex
My Darling, My Hamburger: A Novel
Zindel, Paul
Four high school seniors struggle with the responsibilities of
growing up, particularly the problems of an intimate relationship
Mythology
Hamilton, Edith
This book brings together the great stories from Greek, Roman, and
Norse mythology that are the fountainhead of all literature.
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No Kidding
Brooks, Bruce
In his twenty-first century society, fourteen-year-old Sam is
allowed to decide the fate of his family after his mother is released from
an alcohol rehabilitation center
Nobody Waved Goodbye
Haggard, Elizabeth
A troubled boy engages in numerous rebellious acts until he
commits one irrevocable act of defiance that ends in tragedy
Number the Stars
Lowry, Lois
In 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, ten-year-old
Annemarie learns how to be brave and courageous when she helps shelter
her Jewish friend from the Nazis
Old Man and the Sea, The
Hemingway, Ernest
An old fisherman battles the sea and sharks in order to bring home
the giant marlin he caught
Oliver Twist
Dickens, Charles
In nineteenth-century England, a young orphan boy lives in the
squalid surroundings of a workhouse until he becomes involved with a
gang of thieves
Pardon, Me, You’re Stepping on My Eyeball: A Novel
Zindel, Paul
Two alienated teenagers learn to cope with their personal problems
by being honest with each other
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Profiles in Courage
Kennedy, John F.
A study of men who, at a risk to themselves, stood fast for a
principle---Includes John Quincy Adams, Daniel Webster, Sam Houston,
Robert Taft and others

Red Pony, The
Steinbeck, John
Ownership of a beautiful red pony teaches ten-year old Jody about
life and death.
Redburn, His First Voyage
Melville, Herman
One of three unabridged novels of the sea written by Herman
Melville between 1849 and 1851-----Teenage Redburn experiences
loneliness and the cruelty of a tyrannical captain aboard a merchant ship
in the 19th century
Remembering the Good Times
Peck, Richard
Trav, Kate, and Buck make up a trio during their freshman year in
high school, but their special friendship may not be enough to save Trav
as he pressures himself relentlessly to succeed, in his own eyes as well as
in the eyes of his parents and the world
Return, The
Levitin, Sonia
Desta and the other member of her Falasha family, Jews suffering
from discrimination in Ethiopia, finally flee the country and attempt the
dangerous journey to Israel
Rich in Love
Humphreys, Josephine
As the Odom family falls apart, seventeen-year-old Lucille Odom is
brought across the threshold of womanhood and emotional maturity
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River Runs Through It, A
Maclean, Norman
A river runs through it – Logging and pimping and “Your pal, Jim”
– USFS 1919------About the relationship between a father and his two
sons, bound together by love and fly fishing
Road to Memphis, The
Taylor, Mildred D.
Sadistically teased by two white boys in 1940’s rural Mississippi, a
black youth severely injures one of the boys with a tire iron and enlists
Cassie’s help in trying to flee the state

Salteaters, The
Bambara, Toni Cade
Novel that came out of a problem-solving impulse to bridge the gap
and merge the frames reference of the activists or warriors and the adepts
or medicine people of Haiti
Sea Wolf, The
London, Jack
Relates the story of a wealthy young man who is rescued after a
shipwreck by the brutal, ruthless captain of a tramp steamer
Seedfolks
Fleischman, Paul
One by one, a number of people of vary8ing ages and backgrounds
transform a trash-filled inner-city lot into a productive and beautiful garden,
and in doing so, the gardeners are themselves transformed.
Shane
Schaefer, Jack
When a rider with a mysterious past becomes a hired hand for the
Starretts, homesteaders on the open range land of Wyoming, he is able to
save the family he comes to love from the ambition of a ruthless cattleman
and to free himself from the pattern of frontier violence
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Silas Marner
Eliot, George
Embittered by a false accusation and disappointed in friendship
and love, the weaver Silas Marner retreats into a life alone with his loom
and his gold. Fate steals his gold and replaces it with a golden-haired
foundling child
Skin of Our Teeth, The
Wilder, Thorton
An “allegorical comedy of man’s struggle for human survival”
Speckled Band, The: A Short Story
Doyle, Arthur Conan

Sherlock Holmes comes to the aid of a client whose sister’s last
words before she died were, “It was the speckled band.” A portion of
each illustration glows in the dark
Stars of Fortune
Harnett, Cynthia
In England in 1554 the four eldest Washington children (ancestors
of George Washington) become involved in a secret plot to free the
Princess Elizabeth, who is imprisoned in a nearby castle
Swiss Family Robinson, The
Wyss, Johann David
Relates the fortunes of a shipwrecked family as they adapt to life on
an island with abundant animal and plant life
Teacup Full of Roses, A
Mathis, Sharon Bell
Joe’s decision to leave home is prompted by despair over his
mother’s blindness, his younger brother’s talent, and his older brother’s
drug addiction
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Ten Little Indians
Christie, Agatha
Ten people stranded on an island estate are murdered one by one
Tess
Hutchins, H.J.
The story of Tess, a young girl who loves her prairie home, even
when she has to gather cow-patties for fuel, and the good deed that earns
her the respect of a grumpy neighbor
Tex
Hinton, S.E.
The loves between two teenage brothers helps to alleviate the
harshness of their usually parentless life as they struggle to grow up
That Was Then, This is Now
Hinton, S.E.

Sixteen-year-old Mark and Bryon have been like brothers since
childhood, but now, as their involvement with girls, gangs, and drugs
increases, their relationship seems to gradually disintegrate
Thread That Runs So True, The
Stuart, Jesse
A first-person narrative, Stuart enriches the story of his own
education and development with a deep appreciation for his students and
their accomplishments in the Appalachian Mountains during the Great
Depression
Three Musketeers, The
Dumas, Alexandre
During the reign of France’s King Louis XIII, d’Artagan and the
Three Musketeers unite to defend the honor of Anne of Austria against the
plots of Cardinal Richelieu
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Time Machine, The
Wells, H.G.
A time traveler who voyages into the future finds that the world
has been divided into two races
Walking Across Egypt: A Novel
Edgerton, Clyde
Tells the story of a seventy-eight-year-old independent widow who
recognizes the loneliness in her life until Wesley Benfield drops in
War of the Worlds, The
Wells, H.G.
An intellectually superior race invades the Earth
Wedding, The
West, Dorothy
The story of five generations of an African-American family and
the wedding on Martha’s Vineyard that could tear them apart
West Side Story
Laurents, Arthur
1950’s musical about two young lovers caught up in a feud
between two NY gangs--- Modern parallel to Romeo and Juliet
When the Legends Die
Borland, Hal

An orphaned Ute Indian boy wins stardom on the rodeo circuit but,
disillusioned by his success, returns to the ways of his ancestors
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When Worlds Collide
Wylie, Phillip
Scientists are building rocket ships for a chosen few to escape from
two planets hurling toward each other on a direct collision course. Their
secret leaks out, touching off a savage struggle for survival
Witness for the Prosecution
Christie, Agatha
Mystery play which won Christie the New York Drama Critics
Circle Award in 1955
Yearling, The
Rawlings, Marjorie Kinnan
A young boy living in the Florida backwoods is forced to decide the
fate of a fawn he has lovingly raised as a pet
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